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Introduction
u

u

u

Main questions:
u

What is the current, post-crisis landscape of IRAs?

u

How do they perform?

Starting point: MOUs pressure for strengthening IRAs
u

Why? Reform pressure to support liberalization and privatization

u

How? Strengthening existing and creating new IRAs via conditionality

u

Effect? Preliminary assessment of IRAs performance (qual and quant)

Structure of the presentation: theoretical background, evolution of
IRAs in Greece, IRAs performance

Theoretical background
u

Wave of public administration agencification: NPM logic of steering
not rowing

u

Moving away from centralized bureaucracies to semi-autonomous
organizations at arm’s length from government – depoliticization

u

Regulatory authorities as part of the regulatory state – response to
privatization (protect customers) and liberalization (ensure fair
competition) of state monopolies.

u

In addition need for technical expertise

u

Main critiques: vague democratic accountability and weakening of
policy coherence

Defining Independent Regulatory
Authorities
Thatcher’s (2005) definition:
u

Existence of agencies’ own powers and responsibilities

u

Separation of their organizational structure from their ministries

u

Independence in terms of not being elected or managed by
elected officials

Eurozone Crisis and IRAs

u

In the EU: directives as a response the abolishment of state
monopolies in network industries (late 80s) but often delays in the
transposition (e.g. Greece in the energy sector)

u

During the crisis: further push for the strengthening of IRAs for the
reinforcement of competition and thus economic growth which
could assist in the economic recovery (examples from Portugal,
Greece and Spain).

Measuring IRAs’ performance
u

Not easy because a lot depends on the political and economic
environment.

u

Indicators for both internal (e.g. organizational aspects, quality of
regulation) and external (e.g. market operation, service delivery)
environments.

u

OECDs Performance Assessment Framework for Economic
Regulators

u

Our approach follows the OECD indicators: assessing strategic
objectives, inputs, process, outputs and outcomes of IRAs.
u

Qualitative and quantitative data

IRAs in Greece before the crisis
u

Creation in response to the requirements of the Common Market
and to EU-driven liberalization

u

Part of the broader attempt of public administration modernization

u

First IRA: Hellenic Competition Authority (1977)

u

More in the 1990: Regulatory Authority for Posts and
Telecommunications (EETT) in1992, Regulator for Energy (RAE) in 1998

u

Criticisms and weaknesses (i.e. powers, independence and
resources) but they have established their position in the politicoadministrative system.
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IRAs in Greece during the crisis
u

u

Intention to upgrade the role of IRAs because of reforms included in
the MOUs: liberalization of energy and transport sectors and
privatization of state-owned enterprises – part of the conditionality
u

Strengthening of HCC and of RAE (1st MOU)

u

Further strengthening of HCC and EETT (2nd MOU)

u

Call for further strengthening and the need for a common set of rules
(3rd MOU and 2017 supplement).

New regulatory authorities:
u

Regulatory Authority for Railways (RAS, 2010)

u

Regulatory Authority for Passenger Transport (RAEM, 2013)

u

Regulatory Authority for Ports (RAL, 2013/2016)

u

Special Secretariat for Water (2016)
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IRAs’ rationale and Market structure
Regulated
oligopolies

Regulated
monopolies

Liberalization – oriented

RAE
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Privatization oriented
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IRAs performance in Greece postcrisis
u

u

Three types:
u

Sufficiently performing (EETT)

u

Under-performing (RAE)

u

New – non-performing (RAS, RAL, RAEM)

Strategic objectives, inputs (institutional and regulatory framework),
process, resources, outputs, outcomes)

Conclusions

u

Distinct stages of IRAs evolution (pre/post crisis)

u

Crisis: forceful factor for reforming IRAs

u

IRAs with different status (EETT, RAE, new IRAs)

u

1st generation IRAs liberalization-oriented (oligopolies) vs 2nd
generation IRAs privatization-oriented (monopolies)

u

In progress: common legal framework

u

IRAs’ performance: Lack of available data – further research

